
Beer & Wine Experience  Short Break –
Itinerary 
Day 1  ARRIVAL  VITERBO – –
Arrival at Viterbo accommodation in guest house /hotel.
In the afternoon we will go to discover the beautiful Viterbo, that is defined by centuries the city of 
the Popes, hosting since the mid-thirteenth century the papal seat. During our walk we will enjoy 
the most representative monuments (the Pope’s Palace with the Conclave hall), churches (the 
Cathedral of San Lorenzo and the temple dedicated to the patron Santa Rosa), slender towers, 
fountains made of a local stone called peperino, historical buildings (the Palace of Priori with its 
beautiful late Renaissance frescoes), and last but not least the San Pellegrino quarter, which still 
keeps intact its Medieval charm.
Next in a characteristic store we could taste and buy typical products representing Tuscia culinary 
excellence.
Free dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 2  ORVIETO and FARM (wine and olive oil production)–
After breakfast transfer to Orvieto, whose origins go back to the Etruscan civilization: the first 
Etruscan settlements (9th Century B.C) were founded inside the tufaceous caves in the bedrock 
upon which today rises the city. Annexed in the 3rd Century B.C. to the territories of Rome, it 
remained under the Roman domination until the decline of the Western Roman Empire. Afterwhich
it became a free municipality, and during the struggles between Guelphs and Ghibellines, was a 
valiant opponent of Barbarossa, remaining faithful to the Pope. Riding on the support of the Papal 
State, it was allowed to prosper through the entire Medieval Period, reaching the top of its 
development in the 13th Century. It was during this period that took place the fervent work of 
erecting palaces and holy buildings among which the very famous Cathedral stands out, dating 
back to 1263, undoubtedly the most important architectural landmark of the city, with its splendid 
Gothic facing and the richness of the ornaments and internal chapels.



Leaving Orvieto, you will proceed to a prestigious farm, in the heart of a region where viticulture 
has an ancient tradition, that offers a production of wines and extra virgin olive oil. The farm with 
its land, is located on one of the beautiful hills in the teverina zone of Lazio, at a height ranging from
300 to 450 meters above sea level and with a total area of 40 hectares, between vineyards, olive 
groves and arable land. Belonging to a tradional italian family, with a personal experience of olive 
oil, and especially the exceptional quality and origin of the olives, allow the production of an extra 
virgin olive finely delicate with a great fruity. So for wines, products in the new winery equipped 
with the most modern technology, and next refined in the historical cellar, charming and unique 
location.
The farm tour provides:
-tour of the winery with explanation of the various processes and stroll in the vineyards, 
surrounding the farm.
- visit of the traditional cold press oil mill and related information about the method of production 
of extra virgin olive oil.
- visit of the historical cellar, entirely excavated in the tuff where are stored ancient barrels.
- presentation and tasting of wines produced by the farm (with a light lunch) made with typical 
product of Tuscia: bruschetta, crostini with pate, omelettes with vegetables, salami (capocollo, boar 
sausage and truffle sausage, bacon), cheeses with grape jam, Tuscia beans with bacon and sage, 
salad, local sheep's milk ricotta with acacia honey (served as dessert).
After lunch, return to Viterbo, free time.
Free dinner and overnight.

DAY 3  TUSCANIA and CRAFT BREWERY–
After breakfast transfer to Tuscania. Pre-dating the Roman Empire, the Tuscania region has been 
the cradle of the Etruscan civilization. While there is much evidence of the existence and impact of 
the Etruscans, the roots of the civilization are still cloaked in mystery. This typical village stands at 
the top of a rocky hill overlooking the Maremma region and dates back to the 9th-century BC. A 
terrible earthquake destroyed parts of the village in 1971, but Tuscania’s Renaissance buildings 
have been beautifully restored to reflect the town’s history. You will enjoy a walk through the 
narrow cobblestone lanes of this charming village and take in the views of the surrounding valleys.
Next we will go to visit a craft brewery for a tasting of their beers with a selection of local cheeses 
and cold cuts (salame, prosciutto, etc).
Founder Andrea Fralleoni, first studied as a self-taught and produced his first beers as 
homebrewer, then after met Steve Dawson of the White Dog Brewery, where he worked on 
numerous internships, in 2010 transformed the idea of opening a brewery in a real project.
The passion for the "Real Ales" lead him to produce beers mainly of English and American tradition.
The brewery has been growing fast in the past two years thanks to the quality and originality of its 
beers, currently distributes his beers throughout Italy and Europe.

End of our services.

Contacts: incoming.tusciainfabula@gmail.com
Phone +0039.07611710438 – Claudia or Eleonora
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